Introduction. It is well known (cf.
[g,[a, [8] ) to workers in the field of parallel computation that a multiprocessing system consisting of many identical processors acting in parallel may exhibit certain somewhat unexpected "anomalies," even though the system operates under a rather natural set of rules; e.g., it can happen that increasing the number of processors can increase the length of time required to execute a given set of tasks. In this paper we study a typical model of such a multiprocessing system, and we determine the precise extent by which the execution time for a set of tasks can be influenced because of these timing anomalies. A special case of this model will be shown to generate an interesting numbertheoretic question, partial answers to which are given in the latter half of the paper.
Description of the system; examples of anomalies. Let us suppose we are
given n (abstract) identical processing units Pi, i = 1, . . . , n, and a set of tasks T = {TI,. . . , T,) which is to be processed by the Pi. We are also given a partial order' < on T and a function y :T -+(0, a). Once a processor Pibegins to execute a task Tj, it works without interruption until the completion of that task, requiring altogether y(Tj) units of time. It is also required that the partial order be respected in the following sense: If T < Tj then Tj cannot be started until 7;. has been completed. Finally, we are given a sequence L = ( T I , . . . , T,.) consisting of all the tasks of T and called a priority list. The Pi execute the Tj as fo1;ows : Initially, at time 0, all the processors (instantaneously) scan the list L ,from the beginning, searching for tasks ITj. which are "ready" to be executed, i.e., which have no predecessors under <.The first ready task Tj in L which Pi comes to is started by Pi; Pi continues to execute Tj for the y(T) units of time required to complete Tj. In general, at any time a processor Pi completes a task, it immediately scans L for the first available ready task to execute. If there are currently no such tasks, then Pi becomes idle. (We shall also say that Pi is executing an empty task denoted by q,.) Pi remains idle until some other Pj completes a task, at which time Pi (and, of course, Pj) immediately scans L for ready tasks (which may now exist because of the completion of Pj). If two (or more) processors both attempt to start executing a task, it will be our convention to assign the task to the processor with the smaller index. The least time at which all tasks of T have been completed will be denoted by w. In the interests of mathematical rigor, it will be convenient to consider the y(Tj) units of time required for the execution of Tj to be a half-open ' Compare with [4] .
We now consider an example which illustrates the working of the preceding multiprocessing system and various anomalies associated with it. We indicate the partial order < on T and the function p by a directed graph G(<, p). In G(<, p) the vertices correspond to the and a directed edge from to T j denotes T < T,.
The vertex T j of G(<, p) will actually be labeled with the symbols Tj/p(Tj). The activity of each Pi is conveniently represented by a timing diagram D. D consists of n horizontal half-lines (labeled by the Pi) in which each line is a time axis starting from time 0 and is subdivided into labeled half-open segments according to the correspondiilg activity of Pi.
Note that in D we have labeled the intervals above by the task and below by its length.
K t is evident from the definition of o that it is a function of L, p, < and n.
Let us vary each of these four parameters in the example and see the effect this variation has on o .
(i) Replace L by L' = (TI, T2, T4, T5, T6, T3, T,, T7, T,), leaving p, < and n unchanged. In this case we obtain and w' = o1(L',p, <,n) = 14.
(ii) Change < to <' by removing T4 + T5and T4 -+T6.Then and w' = w' (L, y, < I , n) = 16. The examples in (ii), (iii) and (iv) show that contrary to what might be generally expected, relaxing <, decreasing p, or increasing n can all cause o to increase.
In the next section we obtain an upper bound on the factor by which ocan increase by simultaneously changing L, relaxing <, decreasing p and changing n. This bound is optimal in the sense that it cannot be replaced by any smaller function of the same variables.
3. The general bound. Suppose we are given a set T of tasks which we wish to execute two separate times. The first time we are given a time function p, a partial order <, a priority list L and a multiprocessing system composed of n identical processors P i ,i = 1, . . , n. The second time we are given a time function The set of all points of time in [O, o') can be partitioned into two subsets A and B. A is defined to be the set of all points of time for which all processors are executing some task of T. Similarly, B is defined to be the set of all points of time for which at least one processor is idle (but not all processors are idle). We note that both ). The question which naturally occurs is why Tj, was --, not started until time S(Tj,) when Pi was idle before and during this time. The only possible answer is that there must be some task Tj, in D' such that Tj, <' T j , and Tj, is completed at time S(Tj,) (for this would certainly cause Tj, to wait until time S(Tj,) to be started).
On the other hand, suppose S(Tj,) E A or S(Tj,) # 0 is a boundary point of B and there exists x < S(Tj,) such that x E B. Let x l = 1.u.b.( x : x < S(Tj,) and Since a partial order on T is a subset of T x T, <' c < has the obvious meaning.
x E B ) . By the construction of A and B, we see that x E A, and for some processor
Piand some E > 0, Piis idle during the time [ x , -E, x l ) . We again ask why T j , was not started during this time period. The only possible answer is that some task T j , must have been executed during this period upon which T j , depended in order to be started. For certainly if this were not the case, then either T,, or some predecessor of T j , should have been started during this time.
In either case (S(Tj,)E A or B) we have seen that either there exists a task Tj, which is completed at time F(Tj,) such that Tj, 4 where the left-hand sum is over all empty tasks pi in D'. But ( 1 )and the hypothesis 4 ' G 4 imply. 
n From this we obtain and the theorem is proved.
Examples are given in [2] which show that the bound in (6) is best possible. In fact, for n = n', it is shown that the ratio of 2 -l / n for o'/ocan be achieved (to within an arbitrary E > 0 )by the variation of any one of L, , u or 4 . It can be noted that for n = 1, o' is never greater than o , while for n > 1, o' can be greater than o even though n' is quite large.
4.
A modified system. It may be pointed out that it is quite reasonable to consider a multiprocessor system in which the priority list L is "dynamically formed" as opposed to the fixed list we have used thus far. For example one quite reasonable way of doing this is as follows: At any time a processor is free, it immediately begins to execute the ready task which currently heads the longest chain of unexecuted tasks (in the sense that the sum of the task times in the chain is maximal). Suppose by following this algorithm of choosing tasks we have a finishing time of a,. If we denote by wo the minimum possible finishing time (for all possible lists), then we would like to assert something about the ratio oL/o0. It follows from Theorem 1 that oL/oo S 2 -l/n ; we could hope in fact that oL/oo would always be considerably closer to 1 than this. Unfortunately, however, this is not the case since it can be shown that the best possible bound on this ratio is given by (which is a slight improvement). Similarly, we might use the algorithm that a processor always tries to execute the ready task IT;. which has the largest sum p(TJ + CTr<Tj ,u(Tj) (i.e., the sum of the descendant lengths is maximal). If we denote the finishing time using this algorithm by o,, then it is again possible to produce examples for which w,/oo is as large as 2 -2/(n + 1).
However, there is a special case for which it is possible to lower the preceding bounds significantly and still use algorithms which require relatively little effort. This is the case in which < is empty, and it is this case to which we shall restrict our attention for the remainder of the paper.
5.
The special case in which < is empty. As before we are given tasks T = {TI,. . . , T,), a time function p : T -+ (0, co), and n processing units. We could ask for an algorithm for choosing the IT;. for which the finishing time is optimal, i.e., as small as possible. However, in general, it seems quite likely3 that this could only be achieved by an exponential (in r) number of steps, and even for moderate r, this would be prohibitive. It is more reasonable to ask for a method of obtaining a finishing time o such that o/oois known to be relatively close to 1, and only a modest amount of energy is expended in obtaining o . The algorithm which generates o, described in the preceding section is an example of such a method. In this algorithm, since < is now empty, a free processor always starts to execute the longest remaining unexecuted task. With w, as the finishing time for this algorithm we have the following theorem. THEOREM 2. and this bound is best possible.
Proof. Assume there exist a set of tasks T = { T I ,. . . , T,} and p : T -+ (0,co)
which contradict (7).Let aidenote p(7;.) and let us renumber the 7;. so that
The theorem clearly holds for n = 1; hence, we can assume that n 2 2 and r is minimal.
First note that, by the definition of w,, the order in which the tasks are executed corresponds precisely to using the priority list L = ( T I , T2, . . . , T,) . ( T I ,. . . , T,) , we see that the execution time o' for T' using L' is exactly o,. On the other hand, for the optimal value oh for T', it is true that ob 5 o,, where wo denotes the optimal time for the set T.
Hence and the set T' forms a smaller counterexample to the theorem. This contradicts the minimality assumption on r. Thus, we can assume that T,is the only task which finishes at time o,.
It is immediate that Also, it follows that if zdenotes the starting time of T,then since no processor is idle before T, starts being executed. Therefore
Since T contradicts (7), and finally (11) a, >-. 
, T,).
In fact the only way in which DL could differ from D is in the assignment of the second-layer tasks 7;.;. Specifically, a difference could occur only if for some pair Tik,Tik we have aik+ a,; 5 aimfor some m < k, In this case, in DL, Tkwith length aikmight be assigned to Pjinstead of Pi. However, if this situation were possible, then, in D, and it would be possible to move ai, from Pi to Pj; and since the finishing time is not increased, it is still oo. This is a contradiction since this is now an optimal solution which has three tasks assigned to one processor. Hence, we conclude that DL To show that this bound is best possible, we consider the following set of task lengths :
( c r , , a z ,~~. , a , ) = ( 2 n -1 , 2 n -1 , 2 n -2 , 2 n -2 ,~~. , n + 1 , n + l , n , n , n ) , and therefore
It will be admitted that the bound 413 -1/(3n) is not the first expression which comes to mind if one were to make an a priori guess at the answer. In the following section, however, it will be seen that this as well as the earlier bound of 2 -lln are both simple special cases of a more general result. 
This completes the proof of the theorem.
We have already seen several special cases of Theorem 3. For k = 0, we have which is also implied by Theorem 1for n = n'. Theorem 3 implies which is also the bound of Theorem 2.
There is an obvious algorithm for achieving the optimal solution for the n largest tasks ;namely, just assign one task to each processor. If the remaining r -n tasks are chosen arbitrarily, then by Theorem 3 we conclude It would be interesting to know other simple algorithms which are optimal for the cases r = 3n, 4n, etc.
The problem we have been considering is equivalent to the following: We are given a set (with possible repetition) of positive real numbers A = {a,, a,, . . . , a,}. For each partition n of A into n subsets A , , . . . , A,, let m(n) denote maxi CaoAi 2 0, we wish to "efficiently" a and let mo denote min, m(n). For a given E determine a partition n = n (~) such that We must keep in mind, of course, that we can always find a partition n such that m(n) = mo just by a finite enumeration of all partitions of A. This algorithm, however, requires an "exponential" amount of work (in terms of the number of tasks r) .On the other hand, by simply ordering the cci into a nonincreasing sequence, which can be done in roughly r log, r comparisons, we can form a partition n for which m(n)/mo < 1 + (by Theorem 2).
Clearly a basic problem in this area is to make the preceding concept of "amount of work" precise and to develop strong upper and lower bounds on the work needed to achieve near optimal solutions. For example, suppose we restrict ourselves to the two operations of addition and comparison and assume n = 2.
It is probably true that there exists a constant C > 1such that any algorithm which determines an optimal partition n (i.e., such that m(n) = mo) for any finite set of tasks T must require at least clT1 operations. However, this is not known at present.
